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Chapter 2361 Free For All (1) 

"Why would I be afraid of an old man like you, I am certainly not afraid of an old man like you" Xu Leiya 

said that he was not afraid, she would bet to win. 

"I see, then let's bet" Cao Cao said that he would bet with Xu Leiya to get the item. 

Both of them were very fearless and wanted to get the item they were after, it was obvious that both of 

them would bet to get the item they were after. 

"300,000" a voice echoed and made Cao Cao and Xu Leiya fall silent. 

"oi, him again, how many resources does he have" Everyone shouted at the person bidding, the person 

bidding was a handsome man, who was Ye Chen. 

Ning Yi could only stay silent when she saw Ye Chen make a bid, she couldn't believe that Ye Chen could 

spend quite a lot of resources so easily. 

"That guy, he's a tough opponent" Xu Leiya saw that Ye Chen was a very tough opponent, it was obvious 

that Ye Chen was a capable person. 

"Where did Ning Clan get such a guest, isn't he very rich, which family is he from" one by one the people 

in this place tried to guess the identity that Ye Chen had. 

"Damn.  . ., why did you raise the price so crazy" Cao Cao said to Ye Chen. 

"I'm sorry, but I think I want one, so I hope you guys don't mind handing it over to me" Ye Chen said to 

Cao Cao and Xu Leiya. 

"It won't be easy, you know that we won't let you get it easily" Xu Leiya said to Ye Chen. 

Xu Leiya smiled at Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that he would not hand over the Divine awakening light 

herb to her. 

"Then there is no other way, let's bet to get it" Ye Chen knew that the path they had to go through was 

not easy, it seemed like he had to use more of his resources, for he had enough to bet on with Cao Cao 

and Xu Leiya. 

"320,000" Cao Cao bid he raised the price and wanted to battle with Ye Chen. 

"340,000" Xu Leiya would not relent, she would not lose this battle. 

"400,000" Ye Chen said again, he raised the price above both of them. 

"uh. . . ." Cao Cao and Xu Leiya could only groan when they saw this, they could no longer believe that 

Ye Chen had so many stashes. 

"Brat, how many stashes do you have" Xu Leiya said to Ye Chen. 

"Enough to defeat everyone in this place" Ye Chen told his resources, it was enough to fight with 

everyone in this place. 
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The words that came out of Ye Chen's mouth made Xu Leiya and Cao Cao falter, they clearly knew what 

Ye Chen meant. 

The people around could only look on, they obviously couldn't interfere in a high-level battle that 

required powerful and terrifying resources. 

Xu Leiya and Cao Cao couldn't raise the price, they could only chatter their teeth and accept everything. 

"Ohhh. . ., did not expect that this one master would win the auction, this is very great" Wu Dongni said 

to Ye Chen. 

"Congratulations sir" Wu Dongni congratulated Ye Chen, he congratulated Ye Chen for getting the most 

valuable item in the auction. 

"Husband, who do you want to give it to, is it for sister Yanyan or sister Fuxe" Ning Yi asked Ye Chen. 

"Maybe I will try to use it, whether it will work or not, if not I have a pretty good candidate" Ye Chen said 

to Ning Yi. 

Ye Chen would keep this thing, after all Zhao Yanyan and Zhi Fuxe already had new inheritances and 

their strength was now quite increased, so they wouldn't need this item. 

Cao Cao and Xu Leiya could only be silent when they saw Ye Chen win, to be honest they were not too 

happy and not too satisfied with this. 

"I lost again, this sucks" Xu Leiya was angry and looked straight at Ye Chen, she was not happy when she 

lost again to Ye Chen. 

This was the first time Xu Leiya lost in a row, the taste of defeat was very uncomfortable for Xu Leiya 

and she wanted to win against Ye Chen. 

"I will remember you" Xu Leiya would try to remember Ye Chen, she wouldn't let this matter pass by. 

"Alright, the auction has reached the top and you all should enjoy this well, now we can change rooms 

where we can compare our records and compare the strength you have" Wu Dongni said to everyone. 

Everyone in this place of course knew what Wu Dongni's words meant, they all knew the meaning of Wu 

Dongni's words. 

"This is what we have been waiting for, waiting for" everyone seemed to have been waiting for this, they 

all seemed to be impatient to do it. 

"Come with us" Wu Dongni told everyone to come with him, he would take them to a place that was 

very powerful and very spacious. 

They all finally arrived at a very large place and in the center was a very large arena. 

"ohhh, this is very spacious, in this place we can rampage to our heart's content" There were so many 

young talents who wanted to try out their strength, they wanted to show their strength. 

Ning Yi seemed to be excited as well, she seemed excited when they saw the vast battle arena. 



Ning Yi wanted to show the strength he had just gained from training with Ye Chen and Li Jingyi, she 

wanted to show her strength in front of everyone here, she wanted to prove herself worthy of the first 

place. 

"Are you all ready?" Wu Dongni said to all the young talents in this place. 

"Let's get started" the Clan leaders could not wait to see the battle, they wanted to see the strength of 

each young talent in their Clan. 

"The battle this time is an free for all battle, you can fight to your heart's content in the arena and fight 

everyone, the last one standing is the winner" Wu Dongni explained the battle they would face. 

"free for all, that means everyone will be the enemy" Ye Chen said while looking at Ning Yi. 

"This is great" Ning Yi said to Ye Chen. 

"I don't think a guest like me can join" Ye Chen said to Ning Yi. 

"You can enter the next battle, but your opponents will be Clan Chiefs and Elders, they will also have fun 

like us" Ning Yi said to Ye Chen. 

"Oh, so the Clan heads in this place will be fighting, so interesting, so interesting" Ye Chen was 

impatient, he couldn't wait to see their strength. 

Whether Cao Cao and Xu Leiya would be strong opponents, Ye Chen was more and more curious about 

the strength they had. 

"Come on you young talents, show the strength you have" Wu Dongni said to all the young talents in the 

Ancient Clan. 

"Then I'll go first" Ning Yi said to Ye Chen, she would go first to show her strength. 

"Be excited and show them all the power you have, I won't let you lose" Ye Chen said to Ning Yi. 

Ye Chen gave his support to Ning Yi, he made sure that Ning Yi won this battle and showed the power 

that he had awakened. 

Chapter 2362 Free For All (2) 

Ningyi was currently doing something, she came inside the arena, she went inside the arena with all the 

people inside. 

More than a hundred people were standing in the same arena, all of them showing their strength and 

abilities, it was obvious that they were strong people who wanted to win. 

"I can't lose in this place, I also want to be a winner" Ning Yi said that she wanted to be a winner, she 

had a very high expectation to be a winner in battle. 

This spirit was too strong and too radiant among everyone in this place, it could be said that this was a 

burning war spirit that was hard to extinguish. 

All the participants in this place also looked excited, they had a very strong hope on their backs, it was 

the hope of being the first to stand at the end. 
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"Free for all, a battle where everyone is the enemy, this is really a shocking battle" This battle would 

become much more ferocious where everyone would battle to be the last one standing on the arena. 

"Are you all ready to fight for your victory" Wu Dongni said to everyone. 

"Let's start" everyone said in unison, they wanted to start and show their strength in front of everyone 

in this place. 

"What a beautiful and good spirit, then let's start, no need to hold back anymore, show the world your 

strength" Wu Dongni said to everyone, he told them all to show their strength to the world, they must 

open a new world that makes history in their current battle. 

"Alright start, Ding. . ." finally a gong sound rumbled and it showed everyone that this battle was 

starting. 

"Boom. ." as the battle began, an explosion immediately occurred above the arena, one of them 

immediately launched a lightning bomb attack and rained down on the other cultivators in the arena. 

Those who possessed strength would not remain silent when they battle began, they clearly showed the 

world the strength they possessed, it was the ultimate strength they possessed. 

They unleashed all the potential they had and displayed their battle power before all the Ancient Clan 

leaders present in this place. 

"Roar.  . ." a sharp sound formed, this sharp sound formed and made this place tremble with the aura of 

war. 

This was the most chaotic war that had taken place, where all those standing were enemies. 

Ning Yi was also under attack, attacks were coming from all directions, if Ning Yi was caught off guard, 

she was sure to fall to the ground. 

This battle was different from all the battles Ning Yi had experienced, all the nerves in her body were 

slightly tensed up because the battlefield was chaotic and all the enemies could make sneak attacks 

behind her back. 

"Don't be too tense, everything will be fine" Ye Chen looked at Ning Yi's movements which started to get 

chaotic when the battle started, it seemed like he had not yet matched himself with the surrounding 

area. 

"I understand, thank you very much for what you said" Ning Yi was grateful for Ye Chen's words, she 

finally calmed down and started to change her strategy. 

The sword in her hand was gripped quite tightly and showed that his determination was very strong. 

"I will defeat them all" Vermilion flames enveloped Ning Yi's body, these flames enveloped Ning Yi's 

body and Ning Yi's eyes were filled with intense flames. 

"ohhh. . . what is the Vermilion Flame?" many people immediately realized when they saw the flames 

from Ning Yi's body, they could clearly see that this was an extremely powerful and destructive flame. 



"Let's start, slash ! ! ! " Ning Yi began to perform a slash, he performed a powerful slash towards all 

directions, where everyone here was an enemy and he would no longer hesitate to take them down. 

"owhhhhhhh, That's great" some of the spectators shouted happily when they saw Ning Yi's battle, they 

all seemed to be enjoying themselves, this was an exciting match. 

The strength displayed by Ning Yi was certainly a threat to everyone around in the arena, they all felt the 

need to take Ning Yi down first. 

Ning Yi was quickly surrounded by several people targeting her, she had to quickly find a way to get out 

of the situation, otherwise she would be easily taken down by her enemies. 

Ning Yi finally realized that they were all after her, they were all clearly after her because of her 

powerful strength. 

"You are looking for the wrong opponent, taste this, Vermilion Sword" Ning Yi used her power and a 

huge slash of flame appeared and instantly destroyed the cultivators that were around. 

"Boom. . " Ning Yi swept away all the enemies, he swept away all the enemies that were trying to attack 

her, and it was extremely powerful and beyond what they could have imagined. 

"Applause. . .,cheering . . . ." Everyone seemed to clap when they saw the strength shown by Ning Yi, 

they were all obviously very pleased with the strength shown by Ning Yi. 

"Let's defeat them all." Ye Chen said to Ning Yi, with her strength they should be able to be defeated 

quickly. 

"I'll do it" Ning Yi would do it, she would do this quickly, she wanted to end everything very quickly. 

The cultivators around had strength above the eighth level, clearly their strength could not be 

underestimated. 

Ning Yi performed an extremely beautiful dance, she showed everyone in this place that she was strong 

and invincible. 

Any enemies that fought would be easily eliminated from Ning Yi's path, they had no chance of winning 

against Ning Yi. 

Xu Leiya saw the strength possessed by Ning Yi, she was quite amazed by the strength of Ning Yi. 

"You guys, try to fight that girl, show me your progress after closed training" Xu Leiya said to the female 

members in the arena, she told them to battle with Ning Yi. 

"As per your orders, we will do so immediately, we will start fighting that person" They went towards 

Ning Yi's place. 

It just so happened that there were two women who joined the arena, they were members with great 

strength and looked charming, they even used other cultivators to protect them from enemy attacks. 

Their enchantments made them untouchable by the enemy and they easily knocked down their 

opponents. 



The two of them appeared in front of Ning Yi, they raised their swords and scarves preparing to fight 

Ning Yi. 

"Come fight us" they said to Ning Yi, they wanted to battle and fight Ning Yi using their strength. 

"Let's begin then" Ning Yi advanced, their swords began to cross and smash against each other. 

"Clang. . ." a loud sound floated in the air, they showed a great battle where they seemed evenly 

matched. 

"The women of Xu Clan have agile movements, I heard they have the nickname of wind and lightning" 

people started saying and looking at the beautiful women of Xu Clan. 

They were both fast and deadly, their every attack was so difficult and deadly for Ning Yi. 

"They are both fast, so this is their strength" Ning Yi had to admit that they were both very agile, their 

speed was used well to corner Ning Yi. 

Chapter 2363 Free For All (3) 

"Let's end this quickly" the two said to Ning Yi, they both seemed to want to end the battle against Ning 

Yi quickly. 

The two began to launch an attack towards Ning Yi. 

One used a lightning kick and the other used a super strong wind punch. 

Ning Yi realized that the two attacks were coming towards her, she immediately used her sword, she 

swing her sword wrapped in a strong whirl of flames. 

"Ahhh. . " Ning Yi's sword swept over the two beauties of the Xu Clan, both of them were blown away 

and some parts of their clothes were burnt by the flames, showing off their beautiful skin. 

"Ohhhhh. . ." everyone seemed excited when they saw this, they looked very happy when they saw the 

Xu Clan women. 

The intention of everyone in this place was simple, they wanted to see the beauty of the Xu Clan. 

"This sucks" both of them grumbled, both of them had lost and tried to cover their bodies using their 

hands. 

"Looks like they need help" Ye Chen threw a blanket and covered the two. 

No one knew what Ye Chen was doing, he did it so quickly that no one realized what Ye Chen was doing. 

Among all the people in this place, there was only one person who saw what Ye Chen was doing, and 

that was Xu Leiya. 

Xu Leiya clearly saw what Ye Chen was doing, she could easily see that Ye Chen was helping her Clan 

members. 
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"ohhhh, how interesting. . ." Xu Leiya became more and more interested, she became more and more 

interested in Ye Chen, she felt that Ye Chen became much more radiant than what Xu Leiya had ever 

seen. 

"Let's beat them all" Ning Clan members who didn't participate gave their support to Ning Yi, they 

wanted Ning Yi to be the winner. 

Ning Yi couldn't possibly disappoint everyone, she did her best to come first. 

Using her strength, she swept through all of them, she became one of the cultivators who managed to 

survive in the center of the arena. 

"That's ?, the Ning Clan family produces terrible talent" Everyone was amazed when they saw the Ning 

Clan produce such terrible talent, they were speechless when they saw the talent from Ning Yi. 

Ning Clan was flooded with praise, and it was because of Ning Yi, she showed strength that surpassed 

the expectations of everyone present in this place. 

The number of participants on the arena became smaller and smaller, the only ones left were the strong 

people who possessed strength. 

Ning Yi knew that his opponents were becoming fewer and fewer, leaving only strong people. 

After some time there were only 3 people, one was her, and two were from Cao Clan. 

"Looks like I'm alone" Ning Yi saw that she was left alone to fight the enemy. 

"Let's have a decent battle" the members of Cao Clan told Ning Yi, they wanted to have a decent battle. 

"I understand." Ning Yi could feel how everyone was feeling, she finally went forward and fought the 

two strongest enemies in Cao Clan. 

As Cao Cao watched the battle, he could see their strength as they exchanged attacks and tried to take 

each other down. 

There was no such thing as partners, they all just wanted to be the last one standing on the arena. 

"clank, bang. . ." they all showed their strength, they exchanged attacks and their weapons danced in 

the air. 

The power of fire enveloped the three of them, the arena began to heat up with their power. 

The audience was watching quite excitedly, they could feel how the three of them were using all their 

efforts to become the winner with no one wanting to give up. 

"Don't lose, let's show your talent" the old people said to the young talent like Cao Clan, they all wanted 

to see the talent grow and surpass everyone's expectations. 

"It seems quite difficult for a young talent from Ning Clan against two talents from Cao clan" they all 

pitied when they saw Ning Yi. 

fighting with two strong talents from Cao Clan, she looked to have problems in battle. 



The peak of the battle was about to arrive and they were already preparing their strongest attacks. 

"Moon Flame Sword" 

"Earth Flame Slash" 

"Vermilion Wave" 

"Boom" The three of them used their attacks, the three powerful attacks clashed and made a huge and 

majestic fire explosion. 

"ohhh. . ., who will win" They all wanted to know who would win, who would win this battle, they all 

wanted to know about it. 

The result that everyone was waiting for would appear soon, they just needed to wait for the result. 

The fire lasted for some time, before it went out, who would stand in the arena until the end, they saw 

three indistinct figures and they didn't know how each side was doing, whether they were okay or not. 

Moments later they saw two figures fall and left one who could still stand, and the one who could stand 

was Ning Yi. 

A woman wearing Immortal Flame Soul Jewelry stood up and it could be seen that she was fine. 

"Did the girl from Ning Clan manage to survive, how did she do it?" This result was within the reach of 

everyone in this place, they could not believe that Ning Yi could win. 

"I won" Ning Yi was very happy that she could win, she finally got the first place, this was the longing 

that Ning Yi had been waiting for. 

"Oh this is it, the result that no one could have imagined. Hahahahaha" Wu Dongni said in a loud voice. 

"Congratulations to Ning Yi from Ning Clan, you did a great thing, you will get a well-deserved reward" 

Wu Dongni said to Ning Yi. 

"This is impossible" Cao Cao could not believe it, how could Ning Yi of Ning Clan who was a low level 

Clan win in this battle. 

Cao Cao wanted to express his displeasure over this matter, but unfortunately the match was fair, so 

there was no reason to oppose Ning Yi's victory. 

"Applause. . .,applause. . .,applause. . .," several people clapped, they were applauding Ning Yi's 

achievements, they all recognized that the fight was fair and everyone fought without any cheating. 

"Are you all getting hot when you see young talents showing their strength, do you also want to fight?" 

Wu Dongni said to the Clan Heads and Elders in this place. 

"Oh damn, I'm excited, it's been a long time since my bones have felt a fight, let alone a Free For All 

battle" Everyone was impatient, they all wanted to fight. 

"I'm back" Ning Yi returned, she had gotten some resources like crystals and also pills. 

"Congratulations" Ye Chen said to Ning Yi. 



Other than Ye Chen, Ning Hazu and Ning Clan congratulated Ning Yi, they were all happy with Ning Yi's 

results. 

"Are you coming?" Ning Yi asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course, I want to take part in the battle too" Ye Chen said to Ning Yi. 

"Be careful, there are many strong old monsters there, even if you are strong, they also have many tricks 

up their sleeves" Ning Hazu told Ye Chen. 

Ning Hazu himself will not be going along, it can be said that his condition is still not fully recovered. 

"I will remember this advice" Ye Chen will remember the advice given by Ning Hazu. 

"So he's coming in this part, alright, I'll come too" Xu Leiya decided to come too, she wouldn't let Ye 

Chen loose. 

"Let's see if you can get out" Xu Leiya said with a smile that was exquisite and full of intoxicating charm. 

Chapter 2364 Xu Leiya Made Ye Chen Into A Public Enemy 

Ye Chen started to get goosebumps when he felt the gaze given by Xu Leiya. 

"What is he trying to do to me?" Ye Chen looked at Xu Leiya, what plan would Xu Leiya use. 

A lot of people came down, they all came down and went straight into the arena. 

Xu Leiya and Cao Cao came down, meanwhile Mo Clan still showed no interest in the battle and their 

leader was still sitting leisurely in his seat. 

Mo Yoxa seemed to have no interest in starting the battle, not knowing what they were thinking, they 

just sat and watched the battle. 

After everyone entered, the battle would soon begin, it should be much more chaotic compared to 

before, where everyone was almost at the peak level of the God Realm. 

"Alright, let's get started and rampage to your heart's content" Wu Dongni said in a loud voice, she told 

everyone to no longer hold back and start fighting using the full power they had. 

"gooooo. . ." Everyone almost screamed when they saw this, they all instantly roared and gave off a 

domineering aura around this place. 

The ground trembled and rumbles began to appear, this was the battle of the monsters. 

"Geez, you're all so excited" Xu Leiya smiled when she saw this, they all seemed very excited and they all 

charged like raging bulls. 

"Boom. . ." a powerful explosion broke out in the arena, it was a sign that the battle had begun. 

Cao Cao raised his spear weapon and prepared for battle, meanwhile Xu Leiya came towards Ye Chen, 

she intended to fight Ye Chen using her bare hands. 

"We can finally be alone together" Xu Leiya said to Ye Chen. 
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Xu Leiya's words could be clearly heard by everyone, this naturally made them all unhappy with Ye 

Chen. 

"Please don't say things that make others misunderstand" Ye Chen said to Xu Leiya. 

"What are you saying, after everything that happened, did you forget that ?" Xu Leiya said in a helpless 

tone. 

Xu Leiya was like an abandoned woman, her words sounded dramatic and like she was dumped by a 

man. 

Ye Chen's face started to turn black, he seemed to have guessed what Xu Leiya was doing, he wanted to 

do something crazy and unreasonable. 

"I have to stop it immediately" Ye Chen had to stop it immediately, otherwise bigger problems would 

appear soon and by then Ye Chen would not be able to stop it. 

Ye Chen took a quick step towards Xu Leiya, he reached out his hand to cover Xu Leiya's mouth, don't let 

this beautiful woman sow something that would create animosity for everyone. 

Xu Leiya was surprised by what Ye Chen did, she didn't expect that Ye Chen would be so bold like this. 

"Please don't say things like that, it gets me into trouble" Ye Chen whispered to Xu Leiya. 

Ye Chen's whisper made the beautiful goddess woman blush. 

Xu Leiya was silent, in this situation, he didn't know what to say anymore, somehow his mind went blank 

and he couldn't think of anything anymore. 

"Damn, that guy is so bold" all the men suddenly became angry, they all suddenly became angry and 

annoyed when they saw how Ye Chen approached and teased Xu Leiya. 

"I won't let you bully our goddess, bring that guy's head" In just a blink of an eye, Ye Chen became a 

public enemy, he became the enemy of everyone in this place. 

"Damn, it's even more chaotic" Ye Chen grumbled, the situation was even more chaotic and he had to 

do something. 

Ye Chen hurriedly retreated, he moved away from Xu Leiya and went straight to a safer place. 

Xu Leiya was still left daydreaming, it seemed like she was still a little shocked by what had just 

happened. 

"slash.  ." suddenly there were tons of people targeting Ye Chen, they swung various weapons and tried 

to aim at Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen could only dodge all the attacks, he put his hands behind his back and avoided all the attacks 

that were heading towards his body. 

The battlefield quickly changed, originally all were fighting to defeat each other, but now their goal 

became one which was to defeat Ye Chen. 



"It seems like he is in serious trouble, everyone is turning against him" Ning Yi looked anxious when she 

saw everyone eyeing Ye Chen. 

"He made all the enemies into his opponents, that guy is quite brave" There were a lot of people who 

loved and cared for Xu Leiya, so it was not strange that they were angry with what Ye Chen did. 

"But he's great, dodging all the attacks while both hands behind his back, that's too much" Ning Hazu 

said. 

What Ye Chen did was too much, he was able to dodge every attack there was without even needing to 

use his hands. 

This was clearly a high-level technique and not easy to learn, Ning Hazu got dizzy looking at it. 

"Stop him, don't let him escape this place" Everyone surrounded Ye Chen, Ye Chen was surrounded by 

hundreds of powerhouses, the situation was obviously not good. 

"What's wrong with them" Ye Chen said while looking at the cultivators who were chasing after him with 

murderous eyes. 

He could feel the anger from those who attacked Ye Chen. 

"You are unaware, you have approached their favorite goddess, so it's not strange that they want to 

slash you into pieces" Chu Yuechan couldn't help herself, she giggled when she saw the scene in front of 

her. 

"You guys, this is not a party battle, what are you doing" Wu Dongni tried to control the situation. 

"Shut up.  ." Wu Dongni was chased away, all of them unwilling to listen to the words of outsiders. 

"Women are indeed terrible creatures, just a few words can create this kind of chaos" Ye Chen said in a 

helpless tone. 

Ye Chen jumped up and dodged the assassin's attack, his position was still the same where he put both 

of his hands behind his back. 

Ye Chen was still quite relaxed even though he was now being targeted by everyone in the arena. 

"Damn. . ." they all looked tired, their attacks were unable to touch Ye Chen's body, it made those in this 

place become annoyed. 

"You guys, what are you doing please stop" Xu Leiya suddenly appeared in front of Ye Chen, she finally 

came to her senses and stopped the chaos. 

"But didn't he harass you" everyone said in an angry and dissatisfied tone. 

"He didn't, when did he harass me" Xu Leiya said to everyone in this place. 

Everyone became confused with what happened, why did Xu Leiya protect this person, they were still 

confused with what happened. 

"You heard that. ." Ye Chen said to everyone. 



Ye Chen was lucky that Xu Leiya was willing to explain, this got Ye Chen out of trouble. 

"Thank you for explaining the misunderstanding" Ye Chen thanked Xu Leiya for explaining everything, it 

made the matter easier. 

"There is no misunderstanding here, maybe I really like you" Xu Leiya said with a smile. 

"...." 

"Bastard" the crowd became angry, Xu Leiya's words were like a bomb dropped in their hearts. 

"Let's defeat him" they all headed towards Ye Chen and attacked Ye Chen. 

"It's even more chaotic" Ye Chen was helpless, this was much more chaotic than before. 

Chapter 2365 Ye Chen Vs Cao Cao 

"accept this"  Their was getting crazier and no longer willing to hold back, they used their full strength 

and launched a destruction attack. 

It was very obvious that they were all angry, they were all angry when they saw Ye Chen stealing what 

they liked. 

Xu Leiya only smiled wryly when she saw what happened, she seemed to enjoy this well and saw the 

reaction from Ye Chen. 

"Damn. . why did all this happen to me" Ye Chen grumbled, why did he have to face this kind of 

situation, this was the thing that made Ye Chen upset and angry. 

"Boom. . ." the attacks directed towards Ye Chen became more and more intense, these attacks became 

more and more powerful and Ye Chen began to be cornered. 

"Boom. ." a terrifying amount of sneak attacks chased after Ye Chen, these attacks just directly hit Ye 

Chen and made Ye Chen fall down. 

"ehhh. . " Xu Leiya looked at Ye Chen who was hit by a super powerful attack launched by the cultivators 

around, when she saw Ye Chen injured, she somehow became very worried. 

"What is happening to me, why does it feel so strange" Xu Leiya felt something strange and wrong, why 

was he so worried about Ye Chen, what made Xu Leiya become worried about Ye Chen, it made Xu Leiya 

become confused and helpless. 

Something began to grow in Xu Leiya's heart and it seemed like she was not aware of it, she was still 

unaware of what was growing in her heart. 

"How annoying, so you guys are looking for a battle, let's go forward I will face you all" Ye Chen couldn't 

stand it anymore, he began to rage and started to fight back. 

"Boom. . ." a battle began to break out, Ye Chen faced hundreds of bigwigs from the ancient Clan by 

using lightning armor and began to knock them down like a storm and lightning striking. 

"who is he, he is so strong and formidable" those who were aware started to notice Ye Chen, this person 

was strong enough and had the strength to take them down. 
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Cao Cao and Xu Leiya looked at Ye Chen, they all saw Ye Chen's strength that knocked down one enemy 

after another. 

"he's not bad either" Xu Leiya praised Ye Chen, she saw Ye Chen's strength which was quite strong. 

"An enemy, then I will join the battle" Cao Cao wanted to join the battle, after seeing a great battle start 

to break out, he wouldn't hold back to start having fun too. 

A great battle broke out, everyone could clearly see what this great battle was like, everyone from all 

directions were fighting one person, it was a battle that was clearly desperate and impossible to win. 

Ye Chen didn't like losing, he used all sorts of means and moves to defend against the enemy attacks 

coming from all directions. 

"absolute defense, it's not even hurt after taking such a strong attack" all the spectators were shocked 

when they saw Ye Chen's defense, he was able to defend so well and all the attacks from top tier 

cultivators couldn't make up for it. 

"very good, that's very good, now fight me" Cao Cao suddenly walked in, she swung the spear and 

directly targeted Ye Chen's body. 

"Bang. ." Ye Chen's body was very hard, his weapon was unable to penetrate Ye Chen's body and Cao 

Cao was forced to retreat. 

"Are you kidding me, how could he do that?" Cao Cao looked at Ye Chen, he saw that Ye Chen had a 

strong defense, it was like he could not be penetrated even with the spear in his hand. 

"It's a good thing I got a strong inheritance, otherwise it might have scratched my body" Luckily Ye 

Chen's body had become stronger since last time, so he was able to withstand the attack without 

scratching his body. 

"You are strong, I recognize your strength, let's fight until only one person is left" Cao Cao said to Ye 

Chen. 

When Cao Cao appeared, people naturally kept their distance, they couldn't possibly dare to come 

forward because they were afraid of being hit by Cao Cao's spear. 

If that happened, they would easily be knocked out of the way, it was a loss for all of them. 

"Let's fight," they all fought and showed their strength. 

"The battle became fierce, there were countless people who immediately left the arena and those who 

stayed became fewer and fewer in number. 

Xu Leiya was still standing and looking at the battle that was going on, she seemed to be untouched by 

the battle, her charm made everything easy and she was untouched by people around, there was even a 

group of people lined up to protect her from being hit. 

Xu Leiya was too popular, she was protected by everyone, there were many people both young, and old 

who tried to protect her and get her love. 

"Get lost old man" Ye Chen hit Cao Cao several times, he broke through Cao Cao's defense. 



Cao Cao used a spear to block Ye Chen's attacks, but somehow there were still some attacks that 

escaped Cao Cao's reach. 

"He withstood my attack with his bare hands, plus what kind of speed is this" Cao Cao didn't know that 

Ye Chen was able to show such amazing speed. 

There had never been anyone who could do what Ye Chen did, how could he break through the defense 

with his bare hands. 

"Bam" Ye Chen's attack was straight and directly hit the body of Cao Cao, this time it hit the weak point 

and sent Cao Cao flying. 

Cao Cao flew spinning in the air, he landed using his hands and somersaulted. 

He stood up and started looking at Ye Chen, the spear in his hand trembled as if he wanted to do more 

fighting with Ye Chen. 

"This is it, it's been a long time since anyone has excited me like this, we will start the real battle here" 

Cao Cao said to Ye Chen, she was about to start the real battle with Ye Chen. 

A wind began to fall and enveloped the spear in Cao Cao's hand, Cao Cao threw the spear towards Ye 

Chen. 

"Sky wind Law" Ye Chen blocked the enemy's attack by using the power of the wind coming out of his 

body. 

The two winds with strong destructive power met and caused a super strong wind explosion that blew 

away the other fighters in the arena. 

"This is great, this is great power" everyone was shocked when they saw the high-level battle that Ye 

Chen and Cao Cao were engaged in. 

"Go ahead and defeat him" Cao Cao roared towards Ye Chen, he roared and instantly increased his 

power towards the spear in front. 

Ye Chen did not want to lose, he used even stronger wind power to knock Cao Cao down. 

The battle became fiercer and fiercer, two extremely powerful wind forces. 

"stronger" Ye Chen added to his own power, a stronger wind blast came out and started to get Cao Cao 

into trouble. 

"This guy's wind power is stronger, don't joke with me, that can't be happening" Cao Cao couldn't 

believe it, he couldn't believe what he saw. 

Cao Cao didn't want to admit it, he didn't want to admit his defeat. 

"stop here, feel this" Ye Chen said to Cao Cao, he immediately shot a strong wind force and knocked Cao 

Cao out of the arena. 

"Argh. . ." Cao Cao was knocked down, he was knocked away by Ye Chen and fell not far from the arena. 

"oh. ." his body ached as it received a full attack from Ye Chen. 



Chapter 2366 Mo Clan Move 

"I finally finished getting rid of that person" Ye Chen finally finished getting rid of Cao Cao. 

So there was only one person left, Xu Leiya, the most troublesome woman among all the people in this 

place. 

Xu Leiya had a strong charm, so she was the most difficult opponent to fight and would be the one who 

could control the flow of the battle. 

"So you're done fighting" Xu Leiya said to Ye Chen. 

"Whose fault is it, isn't it all because of you" Ye Chen said to Xu Leiya. 

Xu Leiya put on an innocent face, as if she had nothing to do with everything that had happened. 

"Fufufufu" Xu Leiya giggled, she really enjoyed teasing Ye Chen, this was the most fun Xu Leiya had ever 

had. 

"Alright, it's time to beat you" Ye Chen said that it was time to beat Xu Leiya. 

"No, are you going to do bad things with me, you are quite brave" Xu Leiya said to Ye Chen. 

"Of course, I will, who told you to find trouble with me" Ye Chen said to Xu Leiya. 

Ye Chen would do it, he would do it and make Xu Leiya get a decent lesson. 

Ye Chen took a step towards Xu Leiya, when he was a few meters away from Xu Leiya, a golden light 

appeared from above then enveloped Ye Chen and Xu Leiya. 

"What is this?" Ye Chen wanted to know, he wanted to know what had just happened. 

This light spread and enveloped this entire place, when it happened everyone felt a strong pressure that 

pressed on their bodies and made them lose their footing. 

"What's going on in this place?" Ning Yi herself also slightly lost the strength to stand up, her strength 

was being suppressed by something strong. 

Xu Leiya was still able to stand up and maintain her position, though this was a little difficult to do. 

Ye Chen was not affected, the strong pressure did not affect Ye Chen. 

"What are you doing" Ye Chen asked Xu Leiya, what was Xu Leiya doing. 

"It's not me" Xu Leiya told him that it wasn't her. 

"If not you then who" Ye Chen thought that this was done by Xu Leiya. 

"I don't know, but they definitely used a formation to weaken all of us" Xu Leiya told Ye Chen. 

It was clear that this was a formation and could make them weak, even someone like Xu Leiya became 

weaker because of this. 

"Who did this?" Ye Chen looked around, he was looking for information that could be used. 
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When Ye Chen searched around, he found the group that was currently standing valiantly, they seemed 

unaffected by this attack and could stand and exude a domineering aura. 

"Mo Clan, is this their doing?" muttered in a low tone. 

Ye Chen already felt that there was something strange with Mo Clan, from the beginning they were 

already strange because they didn't do anything and just kept quiet. 

It was like they were having a good time and trying to weaken everyone in this place. 

Xu Leiya also seemed to see this, she could see that this must be the work of the Mo Clan. 

"What are you doing, this must be your doing, this is the formation of the 12 pillars of divine 

punishment" Xu Leiya said to Mo Clan. 

Mo Yoxa only smiled when he heard this, it was like he was laughing at Xu Leiya. 

"Stupid woman, you'd better shut up" Mo Yoxa said to Xu Leiya. 

"Quickly explain to me" Xu Leiya said to Mo Yoxa, she wanted an explanation from Mo Yoxa. 

"So this is your doing, damn it" everyone cursed Mo Clan, they said some words that were not worth 

saying. 

"Quickly let us go" Cao Cao on the other hand was not good, she was stuck on the floor and couldn't get 

up, the battle with Ye Chen made his body a little hard and she became unable to move to fight back. 

"Shut up all you trash" Mo Yoxa said to everyone. 

Mo Yoxa considered everyone on the spot to be trash and wasn't worth talking to them. 

"What are you saying, how dare you say that?" Everyone here was angry, their anger was coated by Mo 

Yoxa's words. 

"I'm just saying the truth of my words, so you'd better all disappear from this world, we will eliminate 

you all from this world" Mo Yoxa said in a quite firm tone. 

"What is the meaning of the words you just said, do you intend to fight and wage war with all the 

ancient Clans present?" Xu Leiya said to Mo Yoxa. 

Xu Leiya seemed to understand the meaning of Mo Yoxa's words, she understood very well the meaning 

of the words that Mo Yoxa had just said. 

"That's right, our purpose here today is to destroy you all, this is an order from the highest person" Mo 

Yoxa said to everyone in this place. 

Mo Yoxa's words were like a bolt of lightning to everyone in this place, they couldn't believe what they 

had just heard from Mo Yoxa. 

"So it's like that, so the goal from the beginning was to lure and destroy everything in this place" Xu 

Leiya said to Mo Yoxa. 



"Of course, you are all bullies that must be eliminated for the future glory of God Realm" Mo Yoxa said 

to Xu Leiya. 

"Damn" there are so many people who don't accept the reality. 

"Accept the reality and you will end up here soon" Mo Yoxa said to everyone in this place. 

"We can fight you" they refused to lose without putting up a fight, they would fight and survive, their 

instincts told them to survive. 

"Slash" an axe flashed and directly hit the body of the person who tried to fight back, he was instantly 

thrown and a large wound opened up on the chest. 

With a wound like that, anyone would surely die instantly, no matter how strong they were, it would 

definitely kill them easily. 

"Scum, you're all noisy" one of the Mo Clan members started killing, a strong Clan chief was killed with 

ease. 

"Fight us, don't joke, you won't stand a chance against us, you're all no match for us, even if you all join 

hands to fight us. 

"The 12 pillars of divine punishment formation is very powerful, those inside will lose quite a lot of 

power. 

That's a loss, it's definitely not a good thing for those in this place. 

"Miss" Xu Clan member said to Xu Leiya, they didn't have the strength to fight back, even their charms 

that they were proud of couldn't be used. 

Xu Leiya bit her lip, she knew that they had been pushed into a bad situation. 

Even if they used everyone in this place to unite, no one would be able to defeat the main force of the 

Mo Clan. 

"Son of a bitch. . ." Cao Cao stood up, he tried to fight back, he was not someone who would just stand 

by and wait for death. 

"Master, don't do that, you will die if you fight them" Cao Clan members could only stand at a distance, 

they couldn't come to help, Mo Clan was holding them back. 

One member of Mo Clan could easily hold them back, it was a thing that Cao Clan who was one of the 

top class Clans in this place could imagine. 

Mo Yoxa took to the arena to fight Xu Leiya and Cao Cao, he raised his sword and prepared to end them 

quickly. 

Chapter 2367 Ye Chen Saved Xu Leiya 

"First I will kill you two, that way everything will be easier to do" Mo Yoxa said to Xu Leiya and Cao Cao. 

"Don't be arrogant in front of us, even though we are not strong, you still have the strength to fight" Xu 

Leiya and Cao Cao said to Mo Yoxa. 
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"Very good spirit, I want to see how your spirit is extinguished" Mo Yoxa advanced, he swung the sword 

and directly targeted the body of Cao Cao. 

Cao Cao was the weakest and most helpless, it would be easy to get rid of this guy. 

Cao Cao used his spear to parry Mo Yoxa's attack. 

Cao Cao wasn't seriously injured, so he could still fight at an incredible speed. 

"too slow, die" Cao Cao's speed was slow, it was obvious that Cao Cao's strength was decreasing. 

"bam. ." Cao Cao's body flew up by Mo Yoxa's slash, he couldn't win with his strength down, the 

difference in strength they had became quite far. 

"Are you alright?" Xu Leiya said to Cao Cao. 

"Look after yourself, don't let yourself be destroyed because of stupidity" Mo Yoxa said. 

Mo Yoxa was already behind Xu Leiya's body, he was close enough to kill Xu Leiya. 

"noooo, he's too fast" Xu Leiya blocked the enemy's attack, he used the power of the glare to defend 

against Mo Yoxa's attack. 

Xu Leiya's strength was quite strong, she was able to survive Mo Yoxa's sneak attack. 

"What a troublesome woman, why don't you just shut up and die here, it will be easy for me" Mo Yoxa 

said to Xu Leiya. 

"There is no way I can do this, there is still something I haven't gotten in this world, I won't die that 

easily" Xu Leiya refused defeat, he refused to lose. 

Xu Leiya showed great determination, this great determination was one of the most powerful 

determination ever shown by the beautiful goddess who stood above all women. 

"Then I will destroy her, I have long wanted to destroy a queen like you, this is your end" Mo Yoxa said 

to Xu Leiya. 

The body of Mo Yoxa began to be illuminated by a very strong light, this strong light was much stronger 

when compared to Xu Leiya's. 

Mo Yoxa showed an aura of dominance, this was an aura that made Mo Yoxa's entire body become 

luminous and illuminated this place. 

"It's ready" Mo Yoxa said to Xu Leiya. 

Xu Leiya could only grasp her shirt tightly, her mind in turmoil when she saw what was in front of him. 

Needless to say, when compared to Mo Yoxa, the light she had was just trash, Mo Yoxa's light was much 

brighter when compared to Xu Leiya's, It was like the distance between heaven and earth. 

It was like the distance between heaven and earth, the difference in their strength was obvious. 

Mo Yoxa advanced and began to stab his sword at Xu Leiya, time to end things quickly. 



"It's over, it's all over" Xu Leiya could only close her eyes, she had already accepted her fate that was in 

front of her eyes. 

"How annoying, why does a person with a strong light have such a terrible heart, aren't you ashamed" a 

person stood in front of Xu Leiya. 

Xu Leiya looked at who was standing in front of her, she could clearly see who was in front of her. 

"Go, save yourself" Xu Leiya told Ye Chen to go and save himself, at least he could still live longer. 

"Huft. . " Ye Chen sighed for a while. 

"I will not leave, I will save you, so stop talking and raise your weapons, is this the only strength of the 

Ancient Clan that you are proud of" Ye Chen said in a voice that could be heard by everyone in this 

place. 

Ye Chen's voice was very loud and very firm, everyone could naturally listen clearly. 

Even Xu Leiya who was at the front was surprised when she heard this voice, this was a shocking voice 

for Xu Leiya. 

"Where did such confidence come from, who is he, why can he say such things, and why do I feel like 

fighting, this is so strange and unreasonable" Xu Leiya said while holding her heart. 

"useless words, just die" Mo Yoxa didn't know who Ye Chen was, she just needed to kill this person with 

just one swing of the sword in her hand. 

"No, get out of there, you will die" Xu Leiya gave a warning to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen didn't listen to what Xu Leiya said, he reached out his hand and directly caught Mo Yoxa's light 

sword. 

"What! ! !" Mo Yoxa and Xu Leiya were taken aback by what Ye Chen did, they both looked shocked by 

what Ye Chen did. 

"How could you do that?" Mo Yoxa was the one who couldn't believe what he saw, how Ye Chen was 

able to withstand his powerful attack. 

Ye Chen's hand should have been injured when receiving such a powerful attack. 

"Your light is indeed very dazzling, but it has lost its power, it's not worth it" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa. 

Mo Yoxa started to turn black, from Ye Chen's words alone she had already lost power before Ye Chen. 

"Stop talking nonsense when in front of me, I don't like it when you talk nonsense in front of me, you 

won't understand what light I have" Mo Yoxa said to Ye Chen. 

"Then you also won't understand what truth I have" the two started arguing, they didn't want to lose 

and show that they were both strong and invincible. 

"Then let's see who is right, let's determine this with strength" Mo Yoxa said to Ye Chen, she challenged 

Ye Chen to a duel. 



The two began their fight, they started colliding and attacking each other. 

"Bang. .,Boom. ." the first level battle finally broke loose, the two people with peak level strength began 

to clash, this naturally shook the entire building, no this shook the entire land. 

"He" Xu Leiya looked at Ye Chen, she could see that Ye Chen was able to keep up with Mo Yoxa. 

Originally she doubted whether the boy was able to withstand Mo Yoxa, now her doubts disappeared, 

she could see Ye Chen was balanced against Mo Yoxa. 

Xu Leiya was still shocked, she was still shocked by what happened, what happened made Xu Leiya silent 

and watch the battle. 

"How long are you going to be silent, can't you help?" Ye Chen said to Xu Leiya. 

"My strength is weakening, I can't help you, if I help you, it will be troublesome" Xu Leiya knew the 

situation, if she helped Ye Chen right now, then it would only make Ye Chen troublesome. 

"so that's it, then I'll destroy it" Ye Chen decided to destroy the 12 pillars of divine punishment 

formation. 

"Fool, you won't be able to do that, you should know your own place" Mo Yoxa said to Ye Chen. 

Mo Yoxa didn't stop Ye Chen, he knew that Ye Chen wouldn't be able to destroy the powerful formation 

that they had set up from the beginning, it could be said that Ye Chen was just wasting his time by doing 

something stupid and silly. 

"You will soon see who is the fool here" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa. 

"Destroy" Ye Chen used Rhino's power to strengthen his body, Ye Chen's physique became stronger and 

he could destroy anything in front of him. 

"Bang. ." A very loud sound was heard, everyone could hear this sound clearly, this was the sound of a 

strong collision. 

Chapter 2368 Cornered Mo Yoxa 

The extremely powerful formation began to crack, the collision that occurred seemed to destroy the 

formation. 

"did he do it" Xu Leiya was just speechless when she saw what happened, Ye Chen was able to do it. 

"how could this be possible, this can't be happening, this must be just an illusion" Mo Yoxa was the one 

who was the most incredulous of what was happening, he became the one who couldn't believe what 

was happening. 

What was in front of him was a very hard thing to believe, it was obviously an impossible thing to 

happen. 

This kind of thing was not in Mo Yoxa's scenario. 

"Surprisingly enough, he was able to destroy the formation of the Mo Clan" Cao Cao had to admit the 

strength of Ye Chen, he was able to do surprising things. 
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After destroying the disturbing formation, Ye Chen went straight down towards Mo Yoxa. 

"Now that the shackles that got you into trouble are gone, you should go fight, there is no reason not to 

fight" Ye Chen said to Cao Cao and Xu Leiya. 

"You're absolutely right, there's no such thing as excuses anymore, let's fight together" Xu Leiya said in a 

firm tone. 

"Everyone quickly unite and defeat Mo Clan, we can't allow what happened" said Xu Leiya. 

Xu Leiya convinced everyone in this place to provide assistance. 

With Xu Leiya's position and strength, they should have no worries against Mo Clan. 

"Everyone prepare for battle, they want to kill us" Cao Cao roared, he was like a demon that had just 

woken up from sleep. 

His anger could be felt by everyone in this place, they could clearly feel that Cao Cao did not like what 

had just happened. 

"I will fight" Ning Yi couldn't stay still when she saw what happened, she decided to go forward and fight 

the Mo Clan member who was closest to her 

The closest person was the one with the axe. 

"Get this" Ning Yi attacked as she began to corner the enemy, the enemy was not inferior to Ning Yi, he 

began to counterattack and began to fight with Ning Yi. 

Cao Cao fought with someone using a spear, meanwhile Xu Leiya fought the rest along with everyone in 

this place. 

A big battle was inevitable, this place became a battlefield, where the Mo Clan fought the entire 

combined Clan in this place. 

"Damn it, why did it become this chaotic" Mo Yoxa became angry when he saw the battle become so 

chaotic. 

It shouldn't have been the outcome he wanted, but why did it turn out like this. 

Mo Clan's strength was not as much as all the ancient Clans in this place combined, so the battle would 

probably be one-sided where Mo Clan would be at a huge disadvantage in a battle like this. 

"This is all your fault, where did you come from, you disrupted the plan I had" Mo Yoxa blamed Ye Chen, 

Ye Chen had disrupted his plan that should be perfect and without loopholes. 

"Are you angry, I'm happy to see you who was arrogant from the beginning angry" Ye Chen replied to 

Mo Yoxa. 

"Tell me, you must have a relationship with that person, why don't you tell me, I want to fight that 

person" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa. 

Ye Chen was saying the person behind all this, he was sure that Mo Yoxa was not the person behind all 

this. 



"What are you saying, you are not worthy" those were the words that came out of Mo Yoxa's mouth, he 

told Ye Chen that he was not worthy. 

"Hahahahaha" Ye Chen smiled as he listened to the words. 

"Then let my power say everything" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa. 

He headed towards Mo Yoxa and directly caught the light saber in Mo Yoxa's hand. 

Mo Yoxa tried to keep Ye Chen away, he wouldn't let Ye Chen get close to him. 

"Clank. .." Ye Chen broke Mo Yoxa's weapon, he threw the pieces of the weapon towards Mo Yoxa. 

"Useless" Mo Yoxa picked up another weapon, he picked up a spear and a shield to fight Ye Chen. 

he knew that he wouldn't be able to win against Ye Chen with a short sword, so he decided to use a 

spear and shield to equip himself against Ye Chen. 

Mo Yoxa could use all weapons, he was used to using all weapons like a good warrior. 

"he's a warrior" Ye Chen knew that Mo Yoxa was a strong warrior, he could clearly see when he raised 

his spear and how his position was when fighting against enemy. 

Mo Yoxa advanced using his shield, the shield in Mo Yoxa's hand began to glow and blurred Ye Chen's 

vision. 

Mo Yoxa utilized the power of light to block Ye Chen's vision, that way she could attack Ye Chen from a 

blind spot that Ye Chen would not see. 

Ye Chen couldn't see clearly, but he could still sense the direction of Mo Yoxa's attack. 

He developed his intuition and could see the attack without looking. 

"Missed" Mo Yoxa saw that the surprise attack missed, she had missed an opportunity to defeat Ye 

Chen. 

"Overconfident, take this" Ye Chen kicked Mo Yoxa in the stomach, Mo Yoxa had to retreat quite a 

distance after he received Ye Chen's attack. 

"Uh... . ." one leg of Mo Yoxa knelt down, Ye Chen's attack turned out to be strong enough to make his 

body injured. 

"Damn, that's bad, with just one attack, he managed to make my body injured" Mo Yoxa knew that Ye 

Chen had terrible physical strength. 

"No chance of winning for you" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa, he told him that there was no chance of 

winning against Ye Chen. 

"It's far from the end" Mo Yoxa said that it was far from the end and she could still win. 

Mo Yoxa took position, intending to launch an attack towards Ye Chen. 

The spear in his hand began to shine brightly, he threw her spear at Ye Chen's place, it shot out like a 

light towards Ye Chen. 



Ye Chen moved his hands, he parried Mo Yoxa's attack with his bare hands. 

Mo Yoxa's jaw almost dropped when he saw Ye Chen deflect the attack using his bare hands. 

"Still want to try it" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa. 

"Of course, why not" Mo Yoxa wanted to try it again, he still wanted to fight Ye Chen. 

"You should look around" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa, he told Mo Yoxa to look at what was around. 

Mo Yoxa looked around, he could see how the combined forces of the ancient Clan began to corner the 

entire army of Mo Yoxa. 

"If it continues like this" Mo Yoxa finally realized, if it continues like this, they will definitely lose soon 

and fall in this place. 

Mo Yoxa had to do something, think of something to get out of this situation. 

"Want to think, I won't let you" Ye Chen finally started to attack, he slapped Mo Yoxa's head several 

times, so that Mo Yoxa couldn't think of the next plan. 

"Damn, damn. . " Mo Yoxa was angry, he tried to retaliate against Ye Chen, he clearly couldn't think 

anymore and focused on fighting Ye Chen. 

"Not good" Mo Yoxa realized that right now he was not in a good condition, it could be said that his 

condition was quite bad. 

Ye Chen landed a lot of punches, every punch Ye Chen landed made Mo Yoxa's body tremble in pain. 

Chapter 2369 Mo Xi 

"damn it" Mo Yoxa cursed, he didn't like losing like this, he didn't like losing in Ye Chen's hands. 

Mo Yoxa has already reached the limit, he can't possibly fight any longer, plus the strong army brought 

by Mo Yoxa has already been completely cornered. 

If it weren't for them wearing top-level armor, they would have died from the beginning. 

"Damn it. . ., the perfect plan I made, why is it ruined, why is it ruined by one person, this sucks" The 

perfect plan was ruined, the feelings of Mo Yoxa were of course chaotic. 

"Why are you here, if you are not in this place, everything will run smoothly" Mo Yoxa said to Ye Chen. 

Mo Yoxa could only blame Ye Chen, all of this was Ye Chen's fault. 

"What a fool, it's all your own fault, you made this many enemies" Ye Chen said to Mo Yoxa. 

"Even so, we can still win" Mo Yoxa said to Ye Chen. 

"Win?, your chance of winning is 0.01%, you look around, they won't let you win" Ye Chen said to Mo 

Yoxa. 

Mo Yoxa of course already knew about this matter, he already knew that they wouldn't be able to win, it 

was only a matter of time until they were all sorted out. 
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"This is the end for you" Ye Chen said in a firm tone and signaled that this was the end of the enemy. 

. 

. 

"Applause. . ." a sound of applause was heard, this sound was so loud that it made everyone look for the 

source of the sound. 

A person appeared at the edge of the arena, he was wearing a black robe with masks neatly lined up on 

his body. 

"This person" Ye Chen could feel that the person who appeared was very dangerous, he could clearly 

feel that this person was very dangerous and very terrifying, his aura alone had far surpassed Mo Yoxa. 

"lord . ." Mo Yoxa looked at the figure that was her master, he was one of the strongest existences in 

God Realm right now. 

"so bad" Xu Leiya and Cao Cao felt a strong pressure, they could feel that this was the end of them, the 

power of people was too strong and too terrible. 

"Mo Yoxa, it seems your plan is completely ruined" this person said to Mo Yoxa. 

"lord, I apologize" Mo Yoxa said to the person who had just appeared in front of him. 

"You've done a good thing, I know why you can fail" This person already knows why Mo Yoxa can fail, it's 

all because of the appearance of Ye Chen. 

"We can finally meet" This person looked at Ye Chen, he looked at Ye Chen with strange eyes. 

"So you're the one, such great strength, the most terrifying person in God Realm" Ye Chen said to King 

of God Realm. 

"Hahahaha, I like this, it's been a long time, no one dares to challenge me like you" King of God Realm 

said with an unbearable laugh. 

"Boom. .." a terrible pressure befell everyone in this place, with a power that surpassed them, everyone 

fell to their knees, they had no resistance when faced with a person with a power above them all. 

"This is crazy, is he in the Immortal realm?" Everyone guessed the strength of the King of God Realm, 

they all started to become afraid. 

"This pressure is indeed strong, but compared to Shen Niang, this is still nothing" Ye Chen had already 

met much more terrifying opponents, he would not fall with just this kind of pressure. 

"Your opponent seems to be at the immortal rebirth Realm level, it is still very far from the Immortal 

True God Realm level, but he has already entered into that stage, so don't hold back, the difference in 

strength is huge" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

Chu Yuechan told Ye Chen that this was the stage for the immortal realm to become a powerful 

existence in the God Realm, the difference in strength would be very pronounced. 



Even this person would not be bothered to eliminate the entire people in this place with one flick of the 

finger. 

"so such monsters do exist in this world, then I won't hold back" after fighting against all the old 

monsters that existed in God Realm, Ye Chen finally met one that had already reached a level above 

them and entered into what was said to be the realm of impossibilities. 

This was a level that cultivators at the peak of God Realm could not imagine. 

"Do you understand, I can eliminate all of you easily" the person who called himself the King of God 

Realm said to everyone in this place. 

People were too scared, they couldn't even answer the words of the opponent, they were like looking at 

a monster figure that made them unable to move. 

"This is terrible, I hope I leave this dream soon" Xu Leiya felt that this was terrible, she hoped that 

everything would end soon. 

"I will eliminate you" Ye Chen challenged the first existence in God Realm, he was the only one who 

survived the enemy's pressure. 

"I expected it from someone like you, your strength is indeed great, being able to survive this kind of 

pressure, then how about this" A light appeared from the King of God Realm, this light was extremely 

powerful and enveloped Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen does not have the inheritance of light, of course this will be a bad thing if he is hit by an attack 

from the enemy. 

"Dimension Breaker" Ye Chen's obliterated everything, like he didn't care about the power the enemy 

used to kill him. 

The person behind the cloak was surprised when he saw Ye Chen withstanding his attack. 

"That power. . well, I recognize that you are capable of it, my name is Mo Xi, the master behind the God 

Realm and the one who controls the entire God Realm". 

He introduced himself in front of Ye Chen, a person worthy of being his opponent. 

"I am Ye Chen, the one who will stop you from destroying God Realm" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

"hahahaha, are you joking with me, you are so funny" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

"There is no chance for you to win if you fight me" Mo Xi told Ye Chen that Ye Chen would have no 

chance to win against him. 

"I've heard such words from someone, but it's all just nonsense, let's prove whether you are indeed 

worthy of being called the master of God Realm" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

Ye Chen summoned the Divine Yin Yang Sword, this was a weapon that could kill Mo Xi. 

"No way, how do you have it ?" Mo Xi looked at the Divine Yin Yang Sword weapon in Ye Chen's hand, it 

was a troublesome weapon. 



"are you afraid, I already guessed that you are just a coward" Ye Chen said. 

"No disrespect, just a sword, it won't guarantee your victory" Mo Xi said. 

Mo Xi took out several rings of light and shot at Ye Chen, the shot launched by Mo Xi was very 

destructive and could destroy this place easily. 

"Ning Yi and the others are still in this place, I can't take a risk" Ye Chen couldn't take a risk, in this place 

there were people who needed his help. 

Ye Chen warded off the attack from Mo Xi by using Divine Yin Yang Sword, Divine Yin Yang Sword 

reflected the attack from Mo Xi into the sky. 

"Boom. ." an incredible explosion occurred in the sky, this explosion could already prove how powerful 

the attack that Mo Xi had just launched was. 

"There's still more to come" Mo Xi said that there were still more attacks to come. 

Chapter 2370 Mo Xie's Descendants 

Mo Xi targeted Ye Chen, he used quite a lot of light attacks towards Ye Chen, if it was like this, then it 

was certain that it would not be able to survive. 

Mo Xi didn't seem to hold back, he no longer held back when fighting Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen saw the arrival of Mo Xi's attack, this was a very bad thing, if it hit them, then it would be a 

serious problem and difficult to handle. 

"There is no time to evacuate, if it is like this, everyone will be destroyed in this place" Ye Chen said in 

his heart. 

Ye Chen thought, he started to think, he looked towards Ning Yi who was currently still fighting, she 

seemed to believe in Ye Chen. 

"that's absolutely right, I don't need to hold back" Ye Chen doesn't need to hold back, he has to defeat 

Mo Xi and get the victory. 

"In that case, I won't hold back either" Ye Chen said that he wouldn't hold back anymore. 

Ye Chen unleashed his power, an enormous power came out from Ye Chen's body, this power was 

enormous and extremely terrifying, it was able to make everyone feel a sense of horror. 

"Rumble. .." Ye Chen's body was enveloped by heavenly lightning, he no longer held back and was about 

to use his strength to fight and resist. 

Two great powers have finally met, with this kind of power, both of them can start to destroy the God 

Realm. 

"so this is your power, heavenly lightning, a power that challenges the power of the world, very 

interesting, then I won't lose to you" Mo Xi said that he wouldn't lose to Ye Chen. 

Mo Xi realized that Ye Chen's strength wasn't 100% heavenly lightning power, it still hadn't touched that 

level, so Mo Xi didn't need to be too afraid of being crushed in Ye Chen's hands. 
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"He has already realized your strength" Chu Yelan said to Ye Chen, she told Ye Chen that the enemy had 

already known Ye Chen's strength. 

"I've also been with it" Ye Chen had also realized that the enemy had above average intelligence, so he 

should have been aware of Ye Chen's strength. 

"Even so, I won't lose, I won't let my loved ones get hurt or destroyed in this place" he must be defeated 

as soon as possible. 

Ye Chen unleashed all the power he had, from earth fire, ice, wind and lightning, all the power was 

unleashed to defeat the one person in front of him. 

Ye Chen was shining more and more, everyone could see that Ye Chen had terrible strength and he 

would definitely be able to win against Mo Xi. 

"Die. ." Mo Xi decided to fire an attack towards Ye Chen, he destroyed Ye Chen with a full light shot. 

"Five Lord Elements" Ye Chen united all his strength and directly fired to counter the attack from Mo Xi. 

"Boom. ." an explosion occurred, this room collapsed and everyone around was blown away. 

"Everyone quickly retreat as far as you can" Xu Leiya said to everyone in this place, she told them all to 

leave this place immediately, this place would definitely not be able to withstand the battle from Ye 

Chen and Mo Xi. 

"Let's go with me" Ning Yi led everyone, she led everyone to leave this place. 

The evacuation order was instantly lowered, everyone in the city was taken away, they all saved 

themselves from destruction. 

The battle had already reached this point, so it was certain that the city and possibly this star would be 

destroyed due to the battle of the two forces that were beyond their comprehension. 

In this battle Ye Chen seemed to be able to match the strength of his enemy. 

At least that was what was seen in the eyes of everyone in this place. 

"Looks like I have to open the fire vein to make the strength increase" Ye Chen decided to use the fire 

vein to increase his strength. 

"You are indeed worthy, I have never met a person who has the strength to fight me, you are the first, 

and probably the last one inside God Realm, after that I will make God Realm return to the glory days 

like before, it's time to destroy the wall that shackles us all" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

The words spoken by Mo Xi were very clear to Ye Chen, his words clearly described what he was 

planning to do. 

"So you want to do that, don't you know that what you are doing will destroy you" Ye Chen said to Mo 

Xi. 

Ye Chen was talking about cultivators who were probably much stronger than Mo Xi, and Mo Xi 

wouldn't be able to control them. 



"You will only become their slave" Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

"who will be their slaves, those who will submit to me, you should know that I am a direct descendant of 

Mo Xie" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

"What! ! !" Ye Chen Chu Yuechan and also Chu Yelan were shocked when they learned this fact. 

"he's a direct descendant of Mo Xie, it's not strange that he has such strength" Chu Yuechan finally 

understood, she finally understood where Mo Xi's strength came from. 

"Master, I seem to have a bit of a bad thing" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

"What is it, don't say anything strange, I'm in a battle" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

"Little Shen Niang is starting to be enveloped by the evil power, it looks like the original Shen Niang will 

rise soon, and the darkness on her body is terrible" Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, she was a little scared 

when she said this. 

"That's bad" Ye Chen listened to the bad news, the goddess who has fallen into darkness will definitely 

rise, that beautiful woman will definitely not let the descendants of Mo Xie and will go on a rampage. 

"Are you guys unable to restrain her?" Ye Chen asked Chu Yuechan and Chu Yelan. 

"That is impossible" She is a true god, her strength is at the peak level of the Immortal True God Realm, 

it is tantamount to seeking death when fighting her" said Chu Yuechan and Chu Yelan. 

Although they were working together, there was no guarantee they could win and even the probability 

of them winning was 0%. 

"We can't keep him inside the gate either, it could be damaged, our only option now is to let him go" 

Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen. 

Chu Yuechan said to Ye Chen, they only had one choice left, there was no compromise in this choice. 

"Quickly decide your choice" Chu Yuechan said. 

"There is no choice" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

"You can let her out" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

He told Chu Yuechan to let Shen Niang out, no one can hold her back right now even Ye Chen won't be 

able to hold her back. 

If Shen Niang stays inside the fairy gate, then it is certain that it will be broken and Ye Chen's woman 

inside will get into serious trouble. 

On the other hand Ye Chen would not be able to persuade Shen Niang and leave just like that, the lives 

of Ning Yi and the others could be at stake. 

This was a heavy decision, Ye Chen had just unleashed a power that could possibly destroy the entire 

God Realm. 

"right now this is all I can do" Ye Chen could only do this. 



"do you already know that, you won't be able to win from me" Mo Xi said to Ye Chen. 

"Hahahaha" Mo Xi laughed, he celebrated the victory quickly. 

"You are such a fool, you will definitely regret saying that, I won't be responsible for what you just said" 

Ye Chen said to Mo Xi. 

 


